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Does Your Brand Send
an Eco-friendly Message?

Paper Mailing BAGS

Passionate About The
Environment

FSC Certified
Fully Recyclable

Water Based Inks Up
To 6 colours

Bespoke Size &
Specification

Stock Management

We work with manufacturers of high-quality paper mailing bags ideal for retailer brands who are
passionate about the environment. Our paper mailing bags ensure your products reach customers
securely and in perfect condition, while communicating a strong environmental message. There
has been a significant move back to paper mailing bags by many leading fashion brands and
e-commerce retailers, as they work to reduce their carbon footprint and use eco-friendly packaging.

Produced from sustainable resources

We work with BRC-accredited manufacturers and the paper used to produce our paper postal mailer bags is
purchased from responsible, sustainable sources to comply with FSC certification.

Recyclable & Compostable

Bags are fully recyclable and compostable, paper mailing bags break down within 4-6 weeks.

Water based inks

Inks used are water based and therefore non-toxic.

A range of paper mailer sizes and specifications

Paper mailing bags are available in a range of sizes and specifications, simply let us know what size is currently
being used and we can advise of our closest match. Bags can be bespoke printed up to 6 colours subject to
size. Our studio offers a creative and efficient artwork service to ensure your brand is successfully promoted. Peel
and seal, tamper-evident glue strips are an optional method of creating tamper-proof closures.

Stock Management

We offer a bespoke stock management service that allows bulk buying price structures with the convenience of
smaller, ‘just in time’ deliveries, ensuring you never run out of mission critical products, especially when it counts!

For samples and further details, contact us to discuss switching from
plastic to paper mailing sacks
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